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Let f(z)==l z. Then f(z) converges in Izll. If is an algebraic
number with 0lcrll, then f(a) is a transcendental number. Masser
conjectured that if ,..., r are algebraic numbers with 0[cr,]l (1i
n) and no ,/ (li]n) is a root of unity, then f(), ..., f(Otn) are
algebraically independent. In [2], the author proved the p-adic analogue
of the conjecture, and in [3], settled the conjecture for n---3 in complex
case. In this paper we shall prove the following theorem by using Evertse’s
Theorem 1 in [1].

Theorem. Suppose 1, ", an are algebraic numbers with O[cr]l
(lin) and no / (li]n) is a root of unity. Then f()(cr) (1i

n, 0 l) are algebraically independent, where f()(z) denotes the 1-th
derivative of f(z).

In what follows, K will denote an algebraic number field including
a,..-, a. By a prime on K we mean an equivalence class of non-trivial
valuations on K. We denote the set of all primes on K by S and the set
of all infinite primes on K by S. For every prime v on K lying above a
prime p on Q, we choose a valuation 11" 1 such that

ll,=ll: for all c Q.
Then we have the product formula"

I-I []],--1 for all r e K, a:/:0.
v SK

For X=(x0" x" ..." xn) e Pn(K), put
HK(X)=H(X)= max(lx0llv,

vSK

By the product formula, this height is well-defined. Put
hx(o) h(c) H(I" ) for e K.

Then so-called fundamental inequality holds,
--log h(r)< log IIll<log h() for c K, :/:0,

where S is any set of primes on K.
Let S be a finite set of primes on K, enclosing S, and c, d be constants

with c>0, d>0. A projective point X e P=(K) is called (c, d, S)-admissible
if its homogeneous coordinates x0, x, .-., x can be chosen such that

(i) all x are S-integers, i.e. Ixll,<_l if v S
and

(ii) I-I x ll < c. H(X).
vS
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The following theorem is due to Evertse [1]" Let c, d be constants with
c0, 0=<dl and let n be a positive integer. Then there are only finitely
many (c, d, S)-admissible projective points X=(x0 x Xn) e P(K) satis-
lying

Xo+X+ +x=O
but

Xo+ x,+. + x:/:O
for each proper, non-empty subset [i0, i, ...,

Proof of Theorem. We may assume

We prove the theorem by induction on n. If n-0, then the theorem is
true. We suppose n0 and f()(a) (l<=i<=n, O<_l<_L) are algebraically
dependent. Define U e C(/ by

V (t)=(,f (*)),:*_n,0.
Then there is a nonzero polynomial F e Z[yo, y,, ..., y] such that F(U)
=0. We may assume F has the least total degree among them. By the
assumption of induction, for any i, there exists a number (O<_l<_L) such
that 3F/3y:/:O, and so 3F/3y(U):/:O. Define U e Cn(L+I) by

Um=( k (k 1)..-(k’ l+l)at)l<=in,O_l:L.\k =1

Then lim U=U and

--F(U)=F(U)--F(U)-- , J !-’’F/y(U)(U U),
where J=(]0, ]1, --’, ]n) with ] being non negative integers and IJl, J !,
3z/3y and (U--U) are defined in the usual way. Then

L

( 1 ) --F(U) , 3F/3y(U)m! (m !--1)...(m !--l + 1)c
i=l l=O

+ O(m !1,/ [’) + O(m
=O(m !ll).

On the other hand h(F(U))<= c-). Hence by the fundamental inequality,
we have F(U)=0 fo.r sufficiently large m. By (1),

L

( 2 ) , 3F/3y(U)m!(m !--1)...(m !--l+l)=o(n),
i=l l=O

where max (lal, lc/l)<A<lc]. Put
L

fl(m) , 3F/3yt(U)m!(m X--l)...(m !--/+1).
l=O

Then there is a positive number M such that /(m)=/=0 (li<__t) for m)M,
since there exists (O<=l<=L) such that 9F/gy(U)O. We have

( 3 , fl,(m)c?’ =O(A’)
i=l

and
( 4 ) h(fl(m)) c(-).
If t--l, (3) and (4) contradict each other, and the theorem is proved. In
what follows, we assume t1.

Proposition 1. Let {i,,...,i} be any subset of {1,..., t} with s=2
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and let m m,. M.

Proof.

and so

If m is sufficiently large, then
(,(m)a’ (m)a’)

:/:(/(m,.)c’ :/(m)c’).
Suppose the proposition is not true. Then

fl(m)a’fl(m)a=fl(m)a’fl,(m)a’,

or infinitely many m. Since h(c/c))1 and m m. (m-- 1)(m- 1) !,
this is a contradiction.

Proposition 2. Let {i, ., i} be any non-empty subset of {1,..., t}.
Then

F, (m)’:o
i {il,..’,is}

for suciently large m.

Proof. Let S be a finite set of primes on K which includes S and all
divisors of a (lign). Then fl(m)a3 are S-integers. We prove the
proposition by induction on s. If s=l, the proposition is true. We sup-
pose s2 and

E (m) =0
i {i,...,i}

for infinitely many m. Let e be any positive numberl. By Evertse’s
theorem and Proposition 1,

fl(m) I. >H(fl,(m)" fl(m))-,
vS i {it,...,is}

or infinitely many m. By the fact that ves ]a],=l and there exists a
prime v such that ]a/a, [1, we have

c(-)>(]fl(m)/fl(m) ] / I]!)1-

This is a contradiction.
Now we complete the proof of the theorem. By the equality (3),

fl(m)? +=0, where 3=O(A).

Let be any positive number <1. We may assume K is not a real field
and [. l--[l" I[,o for some infinite prime v0 on K. By Proposition 1, Propo-
sition 2 and Evertse’s theorem, we have

vS i=l vS

>H(,(m)’"..." (m)’ )’-

if m is sufficiently large. The left hand side of the inequality (5) is not
greater than

c-1)’( max (I1,I ", IIII)’)A’,
vS
vvo

The right hand side of the inequality (5) is not less than
c2-)’ max (tl,ll,,..., llllv)m’<’->,

vS

Then we have

vS
vvo
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for sufficiently large m. This contradicts the fact Ala], and the theorem
is proved.
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